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EXPERIENCES WITH LIMITED ENTRY, PART 4

DUNGENESS CRAB A%3 GEODUCK CLAN

Robert,Jacobson, Noderator

We are going to turn our attention a little closer to home for
today's program. Our first speaker is Ron Westley, assistant director of
the Shellfish Program for the Washington Department of Fisheries. Ron
has been a department employee for the past 34 years. During this period
he has had extensive experience in the development of management
strategies for shrimp, clams, and crab, including the development of a
crab management plan for the Pacific Fishery Nanagement Council and
Washington State legislature to control access in the Puget Sound crab
and geoduck clam fisheries. 8e is currently responsible for resource
management and enhancement of 36 invertebrate species in the State of
Washington.

Li~ited Entry in the Washington Dungeness Crab and Geoduck Clam
Fisheries"

Ronald E. Vestley, assistant director, Shellfish Program
Washington Department of Fisheries
Olympia, Washington

I am going to talk about the geoduck and Puget Sound Dungeness
crab fisheries. We have instituted a form of limited entry on both of
these small fisheries. They are quite different from the subjects that
were discussed yesterday. Perhaps I can give you some insight how
controlled access can be used in specific situations. I can also bring
you a perspective that hasn't been talked about on the problems you
encounter in limited access. These are problems closely interrelated
with the existing management tools that agencies love to base much of
their work on.

First, the geoduck fishery. The geoduck is a large clam. It
weighs about 2-1/2 pounds and lives to be about 100 years old. The
average age of the commercially harvested clam is about 40 years. After
we discovered a large resource of geoducks in the Sound, we started
setting up a commercial harvest. This was our first experience with a
brand new resource. Based on the problems that Washington was
experiencing with salmon at that time, we thought we should consider
limited entry. In setting up the overall management scheme, we wanted to
achieve optimum yield and to avoid the problems caused by having too many
people in the fishery.
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The basic system we use is facilitated both by a specific law
authorizing controlled access in the geoduck fishery and an existing law
dealing with the natural resources oa public property that are to be
sold. Our divers surveyed the stocks and delineated specific tracts with
geoducks on them. The harvest rights for these tracts were sold at
public auction to the highest bidder. It seemed like a good. system and,
basically, we have finally made it work. But there were a lot of
problems with it.

One mistake we made was in having people bid by the pound for the
right to harvest a specific tract. The bids kept getting higher, but the
revenue stayed the same. Another mistake we made was setting a quota on
each tract. Theoretically, when the quota was met, the harvest stopped
on that tract. Well, the quotas were never met. >Here's why that
happened. In the process of developing the fishery, a high value market
developed in Japan, ~eoducks quickly became a very valuable fishery.
Our limited entry scheme put tremendous pressure on people to not report
their catch accurately, both for financial reasons and because of the
quota. Of course, the under-reporting meant our sustained yield system
was shot down pretty quickly.

We did another thing wrong. Puget Sound is a fairly large estuary
with about 3,000 miles of shoreline. We scattered the tracts around the
Sound. This created horrendous enforcement problems. So to correct the
problem we started selling the geoducks by the tract and not by the
pound. We surveyed, then put the tract up for bid, and gave companies
the opportunity to look at it themselves. They bid on what was on the
ground, not on so many pounds of geoducks. They bid for the harvest
right on that tract. Then we concentrated the tracts together. It is a
fairly small fishery, around 5 mi11ion pounds per year. We hired two
enforcement officers specifically for this fishery.

We still don't have a perfect situation; we still have some
problems with under reporting. But the revenue back to the state has
gone from about 5250,000 per year under our original system of bidding
for pounds to about 4800,000 per year at present.

From what I understand about limited entry, this is close to a
perfect system. It is based on a defined property right that can be
sold. There is a very high return to the geaeral public for the use af
the resource. Moreover, Puget Sound gets heavy recreational use and
there are a lot of shoreline conflicts. This limited entry scheme has
produced a fairly orderly fishery. The general public objected to the
fishery plan at first, but as we have operated and modified it, it has
worked out quite well.

The second fishery I want to discuss is the Puget Sound crab
fishery. The numbers in Table 1 show the year and the number of
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licenses. This is a small fishery with landings of 1-2 million pounds
per year. Ia the early 1970's, we had just over 100 boats. Because of
some economic problems, we had a large influx of people into the fishery
and the fleet jumped to more than 400 vessels, a four-fold increase.

TABLE 1

Number of Licenses in Puget Sound Limited Entry Dungeness Crab Fishery

Number of LicensesNumber of LicensesYear Year

1972

1975

1978

1979

1980

129

212

262

427

455

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

345

341

327

302

291

We imposed two major requirements for limited entry. Whatever
scheme we devised had to be fairly simple and inexpensive. We sought a
moratorium on licenses with a provision for non-transferability. We
enacted a retroactive landing requirement based on 1979. That is, they
had to have landed crabs between 1976-1979 to be eligible for the
moratorium. It was a simple way of avoiding the problem created by
people jumping into the fishery when they hear rumors of a moratorium.
Unfortunately for me, I was the one who got to answer telephone calls
from people who were cut out by the retroactive requirement.

We established a target of 200 vessels and we have a fairly
minimal maintenance requirement. They have to land so much to retain
their license. That is a double-edged sword and you have to be careful
because you don't want to force people to fish in years when they don' t
want to. So we have a very minimal requirement. They have to make a
landing every other year to stay in the fishery.

Again, Puget Sound gets a lot of recreational use and, as a
result, we had sharp conflicts occurring between sport and commercial
fishermen with this increase in gear. With over a four-fold increase in
pots, we were also having a major problem with lost pots and, therefore,
wastage of crab. The Crab Fishermen's Association asked us to join them
in seeking some form of limited entry. We were concerned about the
biological issues and about protecting what we felt was a rational use of
the resource. If there were some prohibition on harvest, there would be
a lot of crab wasted. It's a nice little fishery and creates employment
for a number of fishermen. So we joined the industry people in asking
the legislature for a limited entry program. Our objectives were to
reduce wastage, to reduce the sport-commercial conflicts, and, if
possible, to increase benefits to the remaining fishermen.
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We reduce the number of vessels strictly by attrition. There is
no buyback. There were no state funds available to go into any kind of
buyback. Now we have one major problem with our limited entry scheme.
To make this work, we have a 100 pot limit. Enforcing a pot limit in a
fishery like this is extremely difficult and that is the source of our
problem. Without good enforcement of the pot limit, we don't have a
moratorium. We have just shifted fishing efforts to fewer vessels, true
enough, but we have the same amount of overall effort. We are keeping
some control of it. We have taken extra steps and are bringing it back
under control, but it is far from perfect.

To summarize from our experiences, limited entry seems an
appropriate aspect of management. When you are setting up a new fishery,
you don't have to worry about displacing people. And in an area such as
Puget Sound where you have sharp conflicts between recreational and
commercial people, limited entry can be a very major help. In an
established fishery, such as the Puget Sound Dungeness crab fishery,
limited entry will work only if the industry wants it and supports it.
The only circumstance I can see where an agency should seek limited entry
without industry support is if there is a major biological problem.
Basically, if industry doesn't want limited entry, you will not come up
with a workable system. And if you have to go through the legislature
for enactment, it will not be enacted without industry support.

Control of effort or access can significantly reduce
sport-commercial conflicts. Where we are blessed with a comprehensive
shoreline management act, we have to pay attention to reducing the
conflicts with shoreline residents. In both instances, controlled access
has been a major help.

Limited entry does not reduce the cost of management or
enforcement. As a matter of fact, we had a significant increase in costs
for the geoduck fishery. Of course, the increase is far less than the
increased revenue.

But here's my main point. Limited entry really tests the blind
trust agencies have in the effectiveness of some conventional management
tools, and specifically, I am talking about quotas and catch reporting.
If you put economic incentives in your limited entry scheme, you better
be prepared to beef up your management.

It is possible to make limited entry work without extreme
administrative costa such as buyback. I believe our limited entry
schemes have provided increased benefit to the public and to the
fishermen who remain. Let me emphasize that there has not been a great
deal of displacement in the puget Sound Dungeness crab fishery. 4fost of
the people who have been excluded are yacht owners and others who jus't
wanted to get into it part-time. We are not forcing people out in any
big hurry, but Instead. letting attrition take care of it.
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You have to be very careful about getting into limited entry. You
must be sure you know why you want it and where you are going. You
should not be afraid to use it, but you have to use it carefully.
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QUESTIONS FOR RONALD WESTLEY

Jim McClain Winchester Ba: With noa-transferable licenses and

attrition, do you plan on. changing the law when you get down to a certaia
number of boats'

a provision for new people coming in once we get to 200. I think the law
now provides for a lottery. I suspect that was not a well thought out
mechanism and it may be changed when we get down to the 200.

Pznie Summers Washin ton Crabbers Association West ort Washin ton:
There are some provisions ia there for transfer of licenses. Dae is from
father to son. Another is a death in the family. So licenses can be
transferred, they just caa't be tranferred without those provisions.
Again, we are talking about a small area in Puget Sound. I think the
same area in the ocean would be altogether different. We are talking
about an area that is probably 10 miles long, 3 miles wide, with about
400 boats. While we went along with the limited entry scheme in the
Sound, I doa't think we would go along with the same one in the ocean.

are two provisions for transferring. The point Ernie is making about 400
boats in a very confiaed area in Puget Sound, where we have probably a
maximum of 150 boats in the ocean fishery, is that we have two eatirely
different situatioas. We felt that the concentration of gear in this
confined area in the Sound was causing a biological problem, and there is
no question that we were getting into a sport/commercial conflict and a
conflict over the Shoreliae Management Act.

Robert Jacobson Moderator: What I am hearing you say is that perhaps
after some initial problems you now consider your geoduck limited entry
program fairly successful. But because of some unfortunate problems the
Puget Sound Dungeness crab pot limitatioa may not be quite as
successful. Is that a fair analysis.

can be. There are problems with it, but we are accomplishing the
objectives we had in mind. The Puget Sound crab program is also
successful. However, it takes more than blind trust to make the key
regulation � the 100 pot limit--work and each year we are having to put
more and more effort into that. We are keeping it under control, but
last year we had 15 officers inspecting and surveying gear during the
days prior to the opening of the season and about three times the normal
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effort on the grounds after the season opened in order to keep control of
this 100 pot limit. We still are not doing it with 100 percent
effectiveness, but I think we are keeping it under control and there is
less gear than there was.

Terr Johnson, National Fisherman Na azine: I have heard that ring nets
are not limited under that program. Is that the case7 Have ring nets
posed a problem as far as managing the fishery7

� '" "" 'z'
oversight. It is not a major problem yet, but it is becoming one as more
people find out rings nets are not excluded. We will probably have to do
something about it.

.Jack Robinson, Biolo ist, ODFW, Newport: I think the prohibition on the
number of ring nets is less of a problem because people have to tend them
and it takes time to do that. Plus there is only so much of that gear
that you can tend. Since a pot just sits there, you could put 500 out.

fishing 50 ring nets. They Leave them and pick them up each day, but
they do leave them and come back. It is becoming a problem for us.

Bob Schonin National Marine Fisheries Service: How long is the crab
season in Puget Sound7

year round. We have very few regulations on the geoduck industry.

fishery instead of allowing a couple large companies to out bid everyone
else in the auctions?

not allow a lottery. We are directed to sell, in essence, to the highest
bidder. So, no, we haven't considered a lottery.

geoducks7

� """' 'I:
being returned. The state has seen fit to plow about half the revenue
back into enhancing the fishery. We feel that in about five years we
will be producing sufficient seed to double the commercial yield of the
fishery to go from about 5 million to about 10 million pounds through a
hatchery program. We are cranking them out by the millions now.
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EXPERIENCES WITH LINITED ENTRY, PART 4

CALIFORNIA HERRING, ABALONE, AND TROLL SALMON

Robert Jacobson, Moderator

We turn our attention now to California. Our next speaker, Melvyn
Odemar, is a senior marine biologist with the California Department of
Fish and Game in Sacramento. He currently serves as coordinator of the
California State-Federal Fisheries Management Program. His
responsibilities include liaison with the Pacific Fishery Mi nagement
Council, serving as the California designee on the PFNC, and acting as
the Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission coordinator for the State of
California. A few of his past responsibilities with the department
include program leader of the Tri-State Dungeness Crab project; project
leader for lobster, abalone, sea otter, dungeness crab and pink shrimp
investigations; and senior marine biologist in charge of diving programs.

Limited Entry in California's Herring, Abalone, and Troll Salmon
Fisheries

Melvyn D. Odemar, senior marine biologist, Department of Fish and Game
Sacramento, California

Yesterday's discussion was most interesting. We couldn't have
held anything like it a few years ago because the general hostility
toward limited entry was so strong. I doubt you could have found enough
people to say anything good. about it to fill a closet.

I first became involved with limited entry during that particular
climate in California. The emotions within my agency at that time were
sa negative about limited entry that you couldn't approach the corner
office with the idea without getting tossed out on your ear.
Interestingly enough, we have now reached the point where we do have
Limited entry in California. In fact, we have seven programs in
California. I will go over each of those briefly and then get into more
detail about the abalone and herring fisheries.

The seven programs fit into three types of approaches. The first
is the moratorium, which you have heard discussed here. The second is
what we refer to as a full-fledged type of limited. entry program that
allows for new entry into the fishery. The third we call qualified
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entry. The first two programs are designed specifically to limit effort
in the fishery, while the third is more to ensure that fishermen are
knowledgeable and/or experienced in a particular fishery before they are
allowed to operate in it.

As you know, a moratorium puts a stop on all new entry. In
California, it is usually the first step we take before setting up a
limited entry program that would then allow for new entry into the
fishery. In all cases, however, a moratorium must eventually be followed
by a system that does allow new entry into the fishery. Two fisheries
are operating under an effort moratorium system: the set-net gillnet
fishery and the salmon permit program. The salmon moratorium will be
replaced later this year by a full-fledged Limited entry system which Pat
Lawlor will discuss further. In both cases, entry is either based on
past participation in the fishery or on a person having made a
substantial investment with the intent of entering the fishery prior to
the enactment of the moratorium. In both cases, there are no minimum
landing requirements to retain the permits.

Mow what I will refer to as limited entry is an effort limitation
program that allows for issuance of new permits or licenses under
specified conditions. California limited entry programs cover abalone,
herring, and two drift gillnet fisheries. To retain these permits, a
person must make minimum landings the previous year, such as in the
abalone and drift gillnet fisheries, or at least have shown some evidence
of being active in the fishery, which is the case for herring.

Eligibility for these new permits, when they become available, is
based on past experience or participation in the fisheries. Selection
among equally qualified applicants is then done by lottery. In all
cases, the permit is issued to an individual rather than to a boat and is
non-transferable.

The third type of effort limitation program is called qualified
entry. State Law requires that the owner or operator of any vessel using
gillnets or trammel nets possess a valid permit to do so. This is in
addition to any other permit required by law. Although there is no
limitation on the number of permits that can be issued, these
qualifications effectively serve to limit entry into the fisheries.
Qualifications are based on past participation and/or by passing a
proficiency exam that is administered by the California Department of
Fish and Game.

Over the years, the Department has held to two principles in its
effort limitation programs. First, such programs primarily must be
resource conservation measures, or mechanisms to resolve user conflicts,
rather than a means to conserve capital and labor. Our reasoning is that
our primary responsibilities are to conserve the resource and resolve
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user conflicts, whereas the industry itself must take the lea4 in
developing management programs specificially intended to Increase
economic efficiency.

The second principle we observe is that the permit or license
shall be issued to the individual rather than to vessels and be

non-transferable. An exception to this is a salmon permit system that
Pat Lawlor will go into. That particular program was developed by the
industry, not by the Department, although we were very much involved in
it. Our reason for issuing licenses to individuals is to avoid the
problems experienced by other management agencies � and we heard plenty of
that from the Canadians yesterday � when the value of the vessel permits
becomes excessive and there is a considerable windfall gain because of
the newly created property right.

Now Z will go into a little more detail on two of the programs.
The first program developed by the Department was for abalone in 1977.
Limited entry was only one aspect of a comprehensive program that we
recommended to the Fish and Game Commission with the goal of restoring
abalone stocks and increasing the yields. kfter an extensive study, the
Department concluded that one cause of the decline in abalone stocks was
mortality of sub-legal-sized abalones that were picked and replaced.
This was largely due to the excessive number of divers in the fishery,
many of whom were inexperienced. From 1973 ta 1975, 30 percent of the
divers were new to the fishery and about 50 percent had less than two
years experience in the fishery. The Department, with industry support,
recommended limiting entry in order to reprove inexperienced divers from
the fishery and to reduce overall effort to reasonable levels. This was
done in part to reduce the pick and replacement mortality. The Fish and
Game Commission adopted a li.mited entry program by establishing a limited
number of non-transferable diving permits to allow for new entry into the
fishery when the number of permitees falls below a set number. Crew
members are also required to purchase permits, but there is no limitation
on the number of crew permits issued. Diver permits were set at $200
each, whereas crew permits were f100 each.

t&en this system was initiated in 1977, effort was limited to
those who had participated in 1975, and we had no limit on the number of
permits that were issued that first year. Presently the number of diver
permits issued each year is limited to 175. Renewal of the permit
requires landings of 5,000 pounds or 20 landings--each landing is defined
as a minimum of two dozen abalone. Permittees may obtain a waiver of the
minimum landing requirements under certain circumstances. The abalone
fishery is very demanding and there are times when in5ury or illness
prevent a diver from participating in a particular year. New entry into
the fishery is allowed when the number of permittees drops below 175
because of permit revocation or through attrition. Permits may be
revoked because of failure to meet minimum landing requirements or
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because of fishing violations. New applicants must have at least three
years experience as an abalone diver or crew member, or they must pass
the proficiency test. When more applicants than permits are available, a
public drawing is held.

Is this system working and are the objectives of the program being
realized? Prom the viewpoint of the person who was directly involved in
the original research and the drafting of the recommendations, I must
say, yes, it has been successful. It may not be perfect, but we have
come a long way toward stopping the decline in commercial landings and
restoring the fishery. The number of diver permits issued dropped from
397 in 1976 to 272 in 1977 and has leveled off at just under 175.
Abalone landings have also leveled off. Although landings are
considerably less than what they once were, the decline has been halted
and we are in a better position to gradually restore the stocks and
provide for a more stable, healthy fishery.

The original Department recommendation to the "ommission included
a reduction of the minimum size limit of abalone to make better use of
abalone growth characteristics. Our research showed that the minimum
size limit we had set on abalone � and these size limits were set maybe
20-30 years ago � in some cases was the maximum size that the average
abalone in a normal situation would ever reach. To make better use of
the resource, we recommended reducing the size limit. However, this
could not be done when unlimited numbers of divers were working the
resource, and it could not be done until the numbers were substantially
reduced. Originally we recommended that the number of divers be held at
about 70. In 1984, the California Legislature enacted a law that allowed
us to reduce the commercial sizes of three abalone species contingent on
a reduction in the number of divers to 100 or less. Currently, the Fish
and Game Commission is considering dropping the maximum number of divers
to 100 through attrition. Once the number of divers reaches that level,
the size limits of red, green, and pink abalone will be reduced. These
measures should increase landings while providing for a more stable
industry. Such an approach would not be possible without limited entry.

The events leading to the development of the herring roe fishery
were quite different. When the California herring roe fishery began in
1973, there were no regulations. However, before the year was out
emergency legislation was passed giving the Department of Pish and Game
responsibility for setting catch quotas. At that time, a total of 17
boats took 1,000 tons at a maximum price of 4100 per ton. Things started
to heat up. In 1974, legislation was introduced that would have
prohibited the commercial take of herring except for bait. This came
about because of a perception by some that the commercial fishery would
deplete the resource, which in turn would impact fish such as salmon and
striped bass. But, in fact, the resource was not threatened. It was
only perceived to be. The Department negotiated with the bill's author
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and rather than banning the entire fishery, the fishery was placed under
the authority of the California Fish and Game Commission and a permit
system and a modest annual quota were established.

As herring prices increased, the numbers of fishermen wishing to
enter the fishery also increased. Nore controls had to be established
and quotas by gear type and area were established. It then became
apparent that new management measures were needed, aa.i in 1977 Limited
entry was introduced. It didn't stop there. The following year an
odd-evea platoon system was set up for gillnet vessels. Odd-numbered
permits fished odd-numbered weeks and even-numbered permits fished
even-numbered weeks. In addition, a srrrall number of purse seine and
lampara vessels were licensed to participate in the fishery. %ad a third
experimental platooa was added in 1980. These vessels were permitted to
fish only during December, prior to the opening of the trad.itional
fishery. Currently, there are 385 gillnet permits ia the Saa Francisco
Bay area.

The increasing complexity of regulatioas was aot because of
resource problems. In fact, spawning biomass estimates iadicated that
the herring populations were increasing. Management measures were
designed more to alleviate social problems than to provide protection to
the resource. In 1980, prices reached an astounding level of 54,000 a
ton and highliaers reportedly earned more than 5120,000 ia a little more
than two weeks. naturally there was intense pressure to allow more
fishermen and larger quotas. Without strict controls over entry into the
fishery and the amount of gear, there would have been complete chaos.
Further compLicating the situation. was the fact that the fishery occurs
primarily ia a small, highly developed area in San Francisco Bay.
Fishing boats compete with each other, with commuter ferries, and. with
yachts for the same Limited space. If the non-fishing public had its
way, there should be no competition for space- � there simply would be no
fishery.

A nine member advisory committee has been formed to advise the
director oa annual tegulatioas. The Commission establishes a maximum
limit of permits to be issued by gear and area. The permits are issued
to the owner/operator or lessee of a fishing vessel. The vessel to be
used must be specified and the permits are non-transferable, except that
permittees may designate another fishing boat under certain
circumstances. When the program was iaitiated, all persons who
participated. in 1976 were automatically grandfathered into the
fishery. An additional 155 new permits were allowed into the fishery.
To qualify for renewal, a permittee must have a valid permit from the
previous year aad must have actively fished or demonstrated an intent to
fish the previous year. A permit renewal cannot be waived and ao minimurrr
landing is required.
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New permits are issued whenever the number of permits allowed
exceeds the number issued. Applicants must be Licensed commercial
fishermen and be the owner, operator, or lessee of a currently Licensed
fishing vessel. There is no proficiency testing except what might be
required under the general gillnet-trammel net permit. The method of
selection is by public drawing, with points given for past experience.

The herriag limited entry program is extremely complicated and
adjustments are made to the system each year to meet the needs of the
resource aad the users. The system is working in that the resource is
being maintained at high levels and we have been able to maintain a
valuable fishery that was threatened by complete closure in 1974.

The two programs I have !ust described to you were programs that
were proposed by the Department and designed with a lot of help from the
industry. Another program, the salmon limited entry program, is somewhat
different in that the proposal came out of industry. So you will see a
different approach in that particular system.

I would like to make some comments about what we have ia
California ia relation to some of the statements I heard yesterday. For
instance, it was stated that a moratoriu~ must inevitably be followed by
a buy-back system. This has aot been the case in California and we hope
it will aot be the case. We have had no buy-back programs and are not
coatemplating any.

It was also assumed that limited entry is never administered until
there is excessive effort already in the fishery. That is not always the
case. Ia our drift gillnet fisheries, limited entry was set up at the
very beginning when there was no effort. And as R.on Weetley mentioned,
when they opened up a braad new geoduck fishery in Washington they
established a limited entry scheme.

Another statement was that limited entry is usually a very poor
conservation tool. Naybe it is ia general, but there are times it is a
very effective coaservation tool. We felt so with abalone where the
excessive effort was having quite a deleterious effect on the stocks.
Evea though the fishermen were good about observing the minimum size
limits, in the normal course of their fishing they would pick an abalone
that was too small and try to replace it. A good portion of those
abalone would die. I think the same could be said with salmon. Even if

the skippers are observing the minimum size Limits exactly, they are
going to be sifting through a lot of fish. The more boats you have, the
more fish they are sifting through and tossing back. So there is a
conservation measure iavolved.

Another statement made yesterday in relation to Canada and
Australia was that the principal goal of Limited entry was to manage
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labor and capital. We have not attempted to do that in California. We
feel that industry is best able to establish those systems and the agency
does not get into it. Another issue is transferability. I suppose that
is the most contentious of all. We have held that the vessel permits not
be transferable, but there is transferability with the salmon permit
system in that the permit can be sold.

Another statement that we certainly agree with � and I think Colin
Grant made this point � is that each system must be custom made for the
particular situation and. there must be a heavy involvement by the
industry. There is no single system that is going to work for all
fisheries. Ron Westley made that point also.

Another point I feel very strongly about is that the system must
be run by the state. After listening to the experiences the Aid-Atlantic
"ouncil had with surf clams and the experience of Alaska in trying to set
up a limited entry system, I feel that the states, at least on the
Pacific Coast, are much better able to administer a limited entry system
than is the federal government or the councils.

Of all the people I heard yesterday, the one person that I seem to
agree with the most is Jack Nichols from Canada. He made some points as
if he wrote our script. He made a very strong case on licensing
individuals; that has been our position. And we agree with him on the
issue of non-transferability. He also made the point that new entry
should be chosen by a panel. That is a system that we set up with
salmo~. Nichols also made the point that new fishermen should show a
dependence on the fishery before being allowed into it. Ve do that by
giving points for past participation, which tends to favor those
fishermen who are more involved in the fishery.

Nichols also made the point that the cost of the license should go
to the state to benefit all and not the individual. I know that is a
very tricky issue because a lot of people see these licenses as a
property right that they helped create and the value should go back to
them. But we feel there is a property right that should go back to the
state on this and that any windfall gains to be gathered should in some
way go to the benefit of all. We are not contemplating any system that
would give the money back to the state in selling these permits, but
overall we would agree that any windfall gains should not go to the
individual.

Robert Jacobson, Moderator

Our next speaker is Pat Lawlor, a commercial fisherman for the
past eight years in northern. California. He is past-president,
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vice-president, and treasurer of the Fort Bragg Salmon Troller's
Marketing Association and currently serves on its Board of Directors. He
is a past director of the Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen's
Associations and is currently a member of both the PCFFA Limited Entry
Committee and the State of California Limited Eatry Salmon. Boazd.

California's Troll Salmon Limited Entry Program
Patrick W. Lawlor, Commercial Troll Salmon Fisherman
Fort Bragg, California

California now has what the fishing industry refers to as a
limited entry program for troll salmon. Whether or aot it is actua11y a
limited entry system is open to question. The California Department of
Fish and Game refers to it as a moratorium. However, it allows for
transferability of permits under certain circumstances and there are
provisions for allowing new individuals into the system. There is also a
provision for expanding the number of permits outstanding. So whether or
not we have a full-blown limited entry system or moratorium is therefore
open to question.

Let me correct one point. Me1 Odemar indicated that ouz salmon
vessel permits can be soli. This is and isn't true. You can buy a
salmon vessel permit, but you have to buy the boat, too. So the permit
by itself is not salable.

Following is a brief historical sketch on how we got where we
are. During my eight years of active involvement with the salmon
fishery, limited entry has always been a bone of contention. The pros
and cons of limited entry came up at every meeting of fishermen. This
situation has changed in California. Currently, limited entry is razely
discussed at a fishing meeting. The fishing industry is satisfied with
what it has on the whole. There are some dissenters, but very few. On
the basis of my experience in meeting with people from other ports and
meeting with the Pacific Federation of Fishermen and our local
organizations, I conclude that we lite the system we now have.

The California Legislature enacted a moratorium for the troll
salmon industry in 1979. It established a personal license and anyone
who had any involvement in the fishery between 1974 and 1979 was
eligible. Any person who could show evidence of landing, assisting in
landing, or even having the desire to land a fish was licensed. It was
pretty liberal. The moratorium was written for a specific term of two
years in order to allow the fishing industry, the California Department
of Fish and Game, and the legislature to come up with a program they felt
they could live with for a longer period of time.
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This two-year period was later extended another year, but the
initial impact was a high number of individual licenses � 8,442 to be
exact. This figure represents the potential number of boats in the
fishery in 1980.  We had a potential of 8,442 boats because every
individual that had an individual permit had the right to put that on a
boat and go fishing.! This compared to only 3,854 boats actually making
deliveries, so we felt we were pushing the maximum number of boats at
that time.

The moratorium concluded at the end of the 1982 season. With the
beginning of the 1983 season, we had a new limited entry law in place
that moved the permit from the individual to the vessel. This permit was
non-transferable and was Issued for the life of the vessel. There are
now provisions for replacement vessels and transferring the permit to
other vessels, but these are minor. The actual number of transfers that
have occurred over the period of this law has been minimaL.

To qualify for a vessel permit in 1983 essentially you had to have
fished during the years of the moratorium, so any individual permit that
actively produced fish during 1980, 1981, and 1982 was issued a vessel
permit in 1983. In 1983, we issued 4,617 vessel permits. This was more
than the number of boats actually participating in the fishery because we
included vessels that were under construction or contracted for
construction. We had provisions for hardship eases � individuals who were
unable physically, mentally, or for some other reason to fish � but the
actual number who qualified under these conditions was not large.
Another qualification, added later, granted permits to people who could
prove 20 years participation in the fishery.

What is the net result of what we have done since 1980 in the
California troll salmon fisheryP In 1982, we had 5,964 individual
permits. In 1983, we had 4,617. In 1984, we dropped to 4,177 actual
vessel permits. The number of permits since 1982 has been reduced by
1,787, which computes to a 30 percent reduction in potential. Using the
high figure of 8,400 licenses issued in 1980, it approaches a 50 percent
reduction. We anticipate that the number of vessels licensed in 1985
will be somewhat lower than in 1984--probably less than 4,000 permits.
Of these permits, we can't see more than 3,000 vessel permits that could
possibly fish because we have a lot of hulls on the beach and a lot under
construction that were never finished. These boats will never go in the
water, but they do have permits.

The current law, as I said, is still widely supported by the
industry. It has provided us with a definite degree of stability. The
current law sunsets in 1985 and legislation is now being pursued to
extend that for another two years in order to give us time to come up
with a replacement piece of legislation.
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We have had some problems with the current law. The
transferability issue was one of our ma!or issues. We left some
loopholes in traasferability that we intend to plug. We keep very close
track of the fleet profile--what size boats we have participating in the
fleet. We don't want this to change. We don't want all our permits to
reach the maximum poteatial of a salmon boat. We want our permits to
stay within our existing profile because doing so will allow us to
accommodate the maximum number of people for the maximum benefit to the
coastal communities aad still produce the maximum amount of fresh
product. We hope to have this in place in 1986.

The program we have was developed by the industry. It took more
than two years of meetings at each individual port and with each
individual fishing organization. Ve had a lot of statewide meetings and
workshops. We involved the maximum number of people. Anybody we could
involve, we did. And every time our committee held a meeting and came up
with a tentative draft of what we thought would be a good system, we went
back to our ports and asked our fishermen if they would support it, or
how they wanted it changed. Eventually we came to a unanimous idea of
what we wanted. When it was prese~ted to the legislature, it passed
without any problem.

This happened because of the industry involvement and because one
of the members of our committee was a representative of the Department of
Fish and Game. They cooperated with us fully. We couldn't have done it
without their help.

We looked at the pitfalls of limited entry by obtaining all the
information we could from Canada, Washington, Oregon, and everywhere else
that had a limited entry system. We waated. to avoid a drastic increase
in the value of a vessel license. We didn't want a $30,000 salmon permit
like they have in Bristol Bay so we adopted a provision that will
increase the number of permits if the value of the individual boat
substantially increases because it is a salmon boat. So the value would
be diluted. This increase can't take place without the proper triggering
effect over a specific period of time.

We also wanted to prevent upgrading. We didn't want all the
26-foot boats to suddenly become 36- to 38-foot boats  that is, ideal
size trollers!, so we strictly maintain our fleet profile. Whenever we
have an applicatioa for a replacement vessel, the applicant is required
to physically appear before the Fishery Review Board, or send in whatever
documents he feels will support his case. It is the responsibility of
the Fishery Review Board to determine that the vessel to ~hich the permit
will transfer will not increase the fishing effort. The Board has been
extremely strict. We have had some irate fishermen who could not replace
their 26-foot boat with a new 32-foot fiberglass boat because we don' t
allow that degree of upgrading.
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We don't anticipate having a buyback program. Actually, we have
had a substantial buy-back in the fishing fleet � it's called
repossessions. The other thing that makes our system acceptable to the
fishing fleet is the Review Board, which is composed of people from the
fishing fleet. The Review Board has seven members, four permanent and
three alternates. The fifth permanent member, who acts as chairman, is a
represen.tative of the Department of Fish and Game. The chairman has no
vote except in a tie of the permanent members.

So we have a system that was requested by the industry, designed
by the industry, and, with the help of the Department, is administered by
the industry.
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Questions FOR CALIFORNIA FI SHERIES SPEAKERS

Ernie Summers, West ort Washin toa: The non-transferrable licensebothers me. It would be tough if a guy dies and leaves his wife with aboat that she can't transfer or sell. What happens when a guy wants toretire and get rid of his boat? He might have 5300,000 ia his boat, sohe's got to be able to do something with that boat. There's got to be
some provision for selliag your boat. It's all right in the small
fisheries where a guy is !ust filling ia, but in the permanent fisheriesyou have to be able to get something out of your boat when you decide toretire. I don't know what your thoughts are on that.

Nel Odemar. I agree with you on that, Ernie. By the way, I understandthat there is legislatioa that will be introduced this year ia Californiathat will allow for transferability to a son or daughter. What we did
not want to do is set up a system that had, at the very beginning, afreely transferable license. Wherever that has been done we' ve seen
nothing but problems. Now on to what you described as a fill-in
fishery. Some of the fisheries we have under limited entry are rathersmall and the investment isn't that great. The abaloae fishery is not
one in which the license is passed on from father to son or daughter orwhatever. There are only a few people who go into the abalone fisherybecause it's very demanding. On the other hand, most of the people
involved in the herriag fishery are also involved in other fisheries.

With salmon, the fishermen feel, as you do, that they need some
property right. When they die, what does their wife do with the
troller? The vessel permit stays with the vessel and it therefore
retains the value pointed out. That is oae example of transferability.It would be very difficult to make licenses non-traasferable in draggingor crabbing, for example, because we' re talking about a lot of money inthe boats. The licease holder has to be able to transfer the right.
Stan Schones: I'd like to ask you a question about your swordfish
permit. Do you know how many permits are distributed by the Department
of Fish and Game?

4fel Odemar: I'm sorry, but I don't have that number.

Unidentified member of aud.ience: About 400.

Stan Schoaes: I know that a number of those permits are inactive; that
is, the fishermen owning the permits are not actively fishing. Instead
they lease their permits for 10-25 percent of the gross to another boat
that doesn't have a permit. It's absurd to let someone who has a permit
but who is not actively fishing benefit from an income like that. You' ve
got guys who are capable of fishing and need to get into the fishery, aad
they' re aot allowed to because you' ve got a number of deadheads with
permits who don't want to fish.
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Mel Odemar: Well, that particular program, as you know, is rather
recent. There are still bugs in it. These particular issues are going
to be addressed. I wasa't aware of the situation that you just
mentioned. I don't work that closely with that fishery but I'm sure that
particular permit system is going to be changed to take care of some of
those problems.

Stan Schones: How can you place a limited entry system on a fishery when
the whole U.S. catch is only about 4 percent of the world catchP That
particular fish is highly migratory and is only in the waters on the East
Coast or the West Coast for about three or four months out of the year.
How caa you justify thatP

Mel Odemar: It wasn't for conservation for the obvious reasons you just
pointed out. We catch just three or four percent of the total world
catch. We limited entry system was for social reasons aad was related
to the shark billfish fishery. It's a very emotional issue. Until
receatly, the only legal fishing we had was by harpoon. The big debate
then was whether or not to use spotter aircraft. There was a lot of
opposition to the use of aircraft, so that was done away with. people
started experimenting with drift gill acts, originally targetiag on
thresher sharks, but we had an incidental take of billfish. Thea we had
quite a bit of pressure to open the swordfish fishery. We simply could
not open that fishery with no controls. The fish are too valuable aad
there was too much opposition by the general public to having any
commercial fishery for it. It's very similar to herring. So the only
way we could have that fishery was to have tight controls over the number
of people goiag into i' That's the reason it started out with limited
entry. It's just to keep the numbers down. It wasn't to coaserve the
resource � except in the case of the thresher shark. We are overfishiag
thresher shark.

Stan Schoaes: How does a state with a limited entry program oa salmon or
whatever forbid fishermen from upgrading their boatst For iastaace,
someone who's using a 26-foot boat to fish salmon isn't allowed to do buy
a larger boat. To me, that's just dowaright communism or socialism.

Nel Odemar: Here's the man who helped design the system.

Pat Lawlor: If an industry is going to have limited entry, it has to
give up something. We had a lot of discussioa before we went into a
limited entry system about whether or not we wanted limited entry. Once
it was determined by consensus that we wanted a limited entry system, it
became obvious that we had to give up something. One of the things we
had. to give up if we were going to have limited entry was the
unrestricted right to upgrade. It's just one of the things you just have
to give up if you' re going to have limited entry.
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Stan Schones: I was involved in the tuna industry for about 15 years. I
got out of it about five years ago, not because I wasn't making money,
but because I just didn't like the hassles � the Mexico situation, the
unions, and things like that, Since I got out, that industry has
steadily declined because of the Mexican licensing requirements. You' ve
got about a dozen boats down there with good fishermen who are being
forced out of this fishery through no fault of their own, either because
of reduced tuna prices or restrictions in Mexico. These folks are trying
to get. into the shark/swordfish industry, but the limited entry program
doesn't make provisions for people who face hardships through no fault of
their own. How do you react to situations like this?

Mel Qdemar: First, if you did not have limited entry in that particular
fishery, you would not have that fishery. Gillnets are a very hot
issue. I think California is the only state of the three West Coast
states that has gillnet fisheries on the open ocean. There is a general
perception by the public that they' re a destructive form of fishing. If
we were to open it up, given the season, the length of net, and so forth,
it would be absolute chaos out there. The California Legislature would
shut it down immediately. It's the same as we had with herring. If we
had not stepped in with the controls we had, there would be no fishery in
the San Francisco Bay for herring. Without limited entry, I'm convinced
there would be no drift gillnet fishery in Southern California. Those
people who are in it are making a very tidy living, as you know, but
without limited entry, we wouldn't have it.

Stan Schones: Again, how do you make the provisions for these displaced
fishermen? It's only a handful of boats.

Mel Odemar: There is a provision for new people. There isn't room for
everyone who wants to get in, but we do have a system set up that allows
for new entry into the fishery. It's on a point system as permits become
available. 'Jow the maximum number allowed can be adjusted by the
legislature or the Fish and Game Commission. Permits are made available
either because those owning them have not made landings or have had their
permit revoked because of violations. Tt's a verv small number of
permits that become available, to he sure, but there is a provision for
new entry. The law requires it. There will never be enough permits for
new entry to satisfy all the people who want to get into the fishery.

Lee Wilson, Crescent Cit California: I do want to clarify one thing
about upgrading. Anyone can enter the California salmon troll fishery
simply by buying a boat with a permit, and there are lots of them for
sale right now. If you want to upgrade all you have to do is get both a
permit and a boat.

Pat Lawlor: Thanks, E,ee. I knew you were going to catch me on that.
When I was speaking of upgrading, I was talking primarily about bringing
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a new boat into the fishery that was not already in the fishery. One of
the key provisions of the system says that you are not perpetually doomed
to fish a certain size boat if you don't want to. With a maintained
fleet profile of various size classes of boats, nothing prevents you from
purchasing any other boat that you want, larger or smaller. If you are a
small boat fisherman and set your eye on a 42-footer, there is always a
boat for sale. You have the assurance of knowing tha't you ve go't the
permit because it goes with the boat, so the prohibition on upgrading is
limited to the new boat that is not alread.v in the fishery.

Jeff Feldner, Troller/Crabber, Newport, Oregon: I' ve got a comment on
the transferability issue. Even though you can buy a larger boat, it
seems like you' re building in vessel obsolescence. Ten to fifteen years
down the line you' re going to have a fleet of old boats.

Pat Lawlor: Currently we allow for replacement of older vessels with
newer vessels as long as they are within the same size parameters. To a
limited extent, this is upgrading the fleet. We don't see this as a real
problem because the bulk of the fishing fleet, as you are well aware,
does not have the capital, given the current status of the fishery, to
replace all the older boats with newer boats. If the fishery became
lucrative enough that the ma!ority of the people with old boats suddenly
felt they could replace them with new boats, the increased effort could
probably be supported. Currently, that is just not a problem. As a
person who fishes a 1923 vintage boat, I can tell you it has more years
left in it than I do.

S ike Jones, Crabber, Lon liner, Kodiak, Alaska: I didn't understand
what you meant when you said you wouldn't have a fishery if you didn' t
have limited entry. Don't you have other options like quotas and net
sizes available to you?

Mel Odemar: We have all those. We use them all. It's probably the most
heavily regulated fishery that we have. What I meant was that in 1974,
the second year of the season, the California Legislature was already
looking at a bill that ~ould han the commercial take of herring in San
Francisco Bay. The only way we were able to prevent that was through
Limited entry. I don't know if you are familiar with that part of the
world, but it's probably the most urbanized fishing grounds anywhere.
You are right in front of Sausalito with all the beautiful people in hot
tubs and the commuter ferries. You can't imagine a bigger zoo. Without
strict limitations on the number of people getting into the fishery, you
simply wouldn't have it. There's a lot of people making a tidy sum of
money off that fishery. The resource is in good shape. The only way we
can maintain that is through a limited entry system. We have maximum
participation by the fishermen themselves. A nine member panel advises
the Department. The Fish and Game Com~ission has at least two meetings a
year to set regulations and they end up with something like eight or ten
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pages of regulations. It's a real mess to try to figure out, but at
least it's working and it's something into which the fishermen have a lot
of input � and they have a fishery. Without it, everyone would be sitting
on the beach.

Joe Rock: I can't accept your [abalone] limited entry program when you
tell me that you currently plan to remove 100 fishermen and you want to
take out another 100 fishermen in the future. Have you ever addressed
the sea otter problem? It seems to me that what you' re saying is that
you' re going to take the fishermen out until the sea otters are capable
of taking care of the fishery by themselves.

Nel Odemart I headed up that program when it first began. I know as
mell as anyone the impact that the sea otter has on the resource. I have
dived on. gust about every mile of the coast, so I know what you' re
saying. In short, the sea otter and abalone industry cannot exist side
by side. We do have a section of the coast that has a viable commercial
abalone fishery: the Channel Islands in Southern California and parts of
the mainland. Central California at one time had the world's greatest
abalone beds. I'm convinced that those will never produce abalone again
in any quantity to support a commercial or a sport fishery. That's the
home of the sea otter. But in Southern California we do have a chance to

maintain a fishery. We have been able to level off the decline of
landings. If you look at the history of the fishery, there was a steady
downward slide in the fishery, but it has leveled off. We are now able
to look at management measures that we know will provide for better
utilization of the resource. I was involved in the research. We t:agged
thousands of abalone out there. We determined that in some areas of the

coast, the average maximum size the average abalone would ever reach in
that population was in some cases smaller than the minimum legal size
that we set by law. That meant we would have had to change our size
limits in order to fish those stocks. You can't do that if you have an
unlimited number of divers out there. We also found there was a

substantial mortality of abalone among those that were just short of
legal size. This was because of the inexperience of the divers. Every
year 30 percent of the divers entering t' he fishery had. never done it
before. We won't take credit for the idea of limited entry in abalone .
It was the fishermen themselves who said they had to have control over
the people getting into the fishery. We can' t: have every high school kid.
who likes to go diving start harvesting this resource. I think that
limited entry has been very successful, but sea otters are another
prob1em.

entry? I grew up in California. I graduated from high school there. I
went into the military service from there. lout when I came back from the
service I wasn't eligible for a permit because I hadn't participated. I
spent five years fishing in Alaska. When Alaska went limited entry, I
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didn't qualify for a permit because I didn't have enough points. You say
there is a provision for new people to acquire permits, but the
individuals who try to go through this legislative process encounter a
stone wall. Can you name one person who Qidn't get an original permit
who was able to acquire one in the gillnet swordfish fishery or the San
Francisco Bay herring fisheryP These people who are displaced have a
tough time getting started.

Mel Odemar: There's no doubt that is a problem. When you talk about
people being displaced by limited entry, we have never come in and set a
number that would force people already in the fishery to get out. We do
this through attrition. That's been. the case with all of these
programs. As far as those people who were out when the d.oor was closed
and how do you get back in--that is a problem. We try to make it as
equitable as we can. We try to set up provisions that will allow a
maximum opportunity for new people to get into the fishery. Those
fisheries that are the moat valuable are naturally always going to be the
hardest to get into. There is going to be a longer waiting line. There
is no waiting line at all to get into salmon. But the alternatives to
limited entry in many cases are no fisheries at all.

Q F i k: I have seen several instances where a state has imposed
limited entry and the resources were devastated anyway. I don't think
that limited entry necessarily is going to guarantee a fishery's
existence in the future. There are other circumstances � natural or

economical--that are going to affect it.

Hei Odemar: I' ll certainly agree with you on that. I mean, limited
entry, as was pointed out many times, is only a tool. It has to be done
with other measures. And even with limited entry, it's no guarantee that
you' re going to have a viable industry. In California, we have
restricted our limited entry programs to those that we felt would
otherwise result in no fisheries at all. 1n salmon, we said all along
that we weren't going to put our head up against that particular brick
wall. We wanted to control the salmon fishery through seasons and
whatnot. We said if the fishermen felt they needed some other measure to
assure their viability, they would have to come up with it. They did
with Limited entry. I hope it works for them. There are other methods
we can use. I think Bob Alverson made a very good point yesterday when
he said that lf fishermen want to be put in the particular boxes they
find themselves in, that's their choice.

G r Fr derick: If many of us in
one fishery when we started, we' d
The problem with limited entry is
wall when you try to get a permit

the business today had been frozen into
have never got to where we are now.
that you quite often encounter a atone
by working through the system.
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FISHING INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES

NET FISHERMEN

Robert Jacobson, Moderator

We felt that it was important to provide an opportunity for
fishermen and other industry people to formally commen.t on their
philosophies regarding limited entry. In selecting people to participate
in the next section of our program, we attempted to get those who,
although not coming from totally opposite ends of the limited entry
spectrum, may have different philosophies on the use or need of limited
entry as a fishery management tool.

The first speaker this morning in the net or trawl fishery is
Ralph Brown. Ralph was born and raised in Brookings and grew up in a
fishing family. For the last ten years, he has owned and operated
commercial fishing vessels. He is currently the owner-operator of a
75-foot trawler and fishes out of Brookings. He has been on the Board of
Directors of the Fishermen's Marketing Association for five years and is
currently vice-president. He has been on the Oregon Otter Trawl
Commission for the past few years and is currently chairman.

Fishing Industry Perspectives: Net Fishermen, Part l
Ralph Brown, Trawler
Brookings, Oregon

As Bob Jacobson said, I'm vice president of the Fishermen's
Marketing Association. We have submitted a proposal on limited entry for
groundfish only to the legislatures of Oregon, California, and
Washington. We did not include shrimp. A couple of years ago we polled
our members by mail on several issues, including limited entry. Of the
questionai.res we got back, 75 percent were in favor of some form of
limited entry. We didn't do anything about it at that time. We knew it
was a controversial issue and we didn't want to touch it. Last year, we
learned that the Southwest Region of the National Marine Fisheries
Service was going to submit a proposal to the Management Council to set
up a study group on limited entry and other management alternatives.

We felt there was a good chance that the study group would come up
with specific proposals on limited entry. We also felt that if we were
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going to have a limited entry program, it should be a lot better to Nave
the fishermen contxol it. So we made a deal that if industry submitted
its own limited entry proposal at the November Council meeting, the
National 4farine Fisheries Service would hold off on submitting its
proposal. Wt our next Board of Directors meeting, we drew up a
proposal. Fishermen from San Francisco to Astoria attended that
meeting. We had one joint venture fisherman, some beach fishermen, some
deep water draggers, and midwatex' fishermen. 4 short time later, we
submitted that proposal to our membership.

Our membexs voted and, again, about 75 percent voted to submit
that proposal. In November we submitted it to the management council.
We felt it was well received by the Council, The Council convened a
study group that was part of the original proposal, The study group
totalled 11 people, including drag fishermen from Washington, Oregon, and
California and a couple of management people from the Council. The group
ironed out a couple of things and. submitted it to the three state
legislatures.

That's pretty well where things stand xight now. The legislatures
are waiting to assess the amount of industry support. The indications we
have are that whatever the industry wants, it can get. Let me add one
point: our proposal stipulated that all three states had to adopt the
same type of program. So if any one of the states 8oesn't adopt our
proposed program, the Fishermen's Marketing Association will go on record
as opposing limited entry.

The feelings of the industry on the proposal seem to be mixed ~ As
I said earlier, about 75 percent of the FX4 members voted in favor of
submitting this proposal. However, since then many of them seem to have
changed their minds and no longer support it. joe Easley sent a
questionnaire to the trawlers in Orego~ and the returns are runni.ng about
two to one against limited entry. Next week the Otter Trawl Commission
of Oregon will be meeting and one topic on the agenda will be to set
policy on this proposal.

At this time, I think it's likely that we will come out against
limited entry. This is going to put me in an interesting spot. As a
member of the Fishermen's Marketing Association board., I'm chax'ged. with
supporting this proposal. And as Chairman of the Otter Trawl Commission.,
I'm going to have to oppose it. I'm not sure how to work that out.

Personally, I have mixed emotions on limited entry. On one hand,
this industry isn't in very good shape. On the other hand, the number of
boats is declining and perhaps will continue to decline until we get
healthy again. I would like to see something done to put the industry
back in shape, but I'd hate to have a p~ogram that gives us the kind of
mess they described in Canada yesterday. I think those two statements
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probably summarize the industry's views on limited entry right now. We
know we have to do something to put this industry back in shape. But we
are really afraid that whatever we do, the final solution is going to be
worse than the problem we have right now.

Robert Jacobson, hioderator

Richard Young is a Crescent City, California, dragger. He is
currently part owner-operator with his father of a deepwater dover sole
vessel which they also use for midwater trawling. Richard has been
fishing for the last 15 years. He is past president of the Fishermen's
Wrketing Association and is currently chairman of the three-state
limited entry study group. He has a bachelor's degree in economics from
Humboldt State and a Ph.9. from the University of "alifornia at Santa
Barbara.

Fishing Industry Perspectives: Net Fishermen, Part 2
Richard Young, Trawler
Crescent City, California

In thinking about what I'd like to say today, I realized I
couldn't do much better than to steal from our keynote speakers
yesterday. First, Barry Fisher eloquently addressed the topic of "Why
are we talking about limited entry?" He noted the possibility of
externally imposed systems and the fear that someone is going to tell us
we have a limited entry system over which we have no control.

I,imited entry is a large topic of discussion within the industry
itself. That might seem curious because fishermen have plenty of other
things to talk about besides limited entry. However, if we look at the
coastal trawl fleet today, I think most reasonable people would agree
that it is in trouble. It is in a lot more trouble today than it was 10
or 15 years ago.

That doesn't apply to all segments of the trawl fleet. Certain
elements are fairly well off. The joint-venture boats, for example, are
doing quite mell. The vessels that are paid for do quite well, by and
large. However, if you have a mortgage and if you' re selling fish in the
traditional trawl fish market, you probably agree that the industry is
experiencing a great deal of difficulty today. It's easy to see some of
the symptoms of this difficulty. The Production Credit Associations, the
banks, or other lenders are tying up boats left and right. Many boats
that haven't been repossessed are having difficulty meeting their
financial obligations. kll this is certainly a symptom of the kind of
trouble that the trawl fleet is in.
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I believe the statistics over the last few years would show an
increase in the number of vessels lost at sea. Perhaps some of them are
sold to the iasurance company, but I think this only represents a small
percentage. It is certainly true that maay people haven't had the
financial resources to do the proper maintenance � to have the wood
replaced when it gets old, to have the welds checked on that steel boat
when it's hauled out, or even to haul the boat out as frequently as it
should be. We' ve also seen an increase in the number of unnecessarily
lost lives. By unnecessarily lost, I mean that lives are lost that could
have been saved if the vessel had the proper safety equipment, if the
vessel was better taken care of, or if the operator of the vessel haydn't
had to push his boat aad crew beyond the limits of fatigue ia extreme
weather conditions to meet his financial obligations.

We see numerous symptoms of this trouble. Same of them are
confined to a certain few segments of the iadustry. However, when one
segment of theiadustry gets in trouble, it spills over to affect all
segments of the industry. For example, when we lose mare boats--for
whatever reasoa � the insurance rate goes up for all the remaining boats.
I doa't think there is anyone buyiag iasurance on a trawler who hasn' t
experienced aa iacrease ia his insurance rates over the last few years.
This increase is related directly to the increase ia the loss rate the
insurance companies have experienced. When the Productioa Credit
Association repossesses a boat, the first thing that happens � because PCA
is a cooperative � is that the interest rate goes up on the remaining
loaas. It's aot in business to lose moaey. It expects ta recover
whatever loss it has incurred by raising the interest rate on the
remaiaiag loans. Because we have out competed that guy down the dock,
aad he's gone broke, we' ll have to pay more in interest over the life of
our loan.

Whea boats get repossessed aad sold, it causes a great deal of
damage to the capital structure of the industry. Several speakers have
touched on this. When a fishermen gets to a certain age, he wants to
sell his boat and retire. He is counting on having some value in the
boat, some value that has built up over 20 or 30 years of participation
in the fishery. Whea yau get a boat that is repossessed aad sold for
half to oae-quarter of its original value, it certainly makes it
difficult for the successful fisherman to sell the boat that he has paid
for. That is, whea you get a 51 million boat that suddenly becomes a
5250,000 boat, the guy with the $300,000 boat that has been paid fo»
finds himself with a 5100,000 boat. His retirement is gone and in many
cases that is the only retirement that members of the fishing industry
caa afford. Consequently, evea the vessel that has been paid off suffers
when you see the kiads of problems that we have in the trawl industry
today.

We talked about donut stores yesterday. Well, we' re in a
situation where we have four donut stores on ane block. Two of them

eventually go broke, but the fourth one has to pay premium interest on
his mortgage in order ta cover the losses caused by the two who went
broke. He finds that he can't get insurance because the third one burned



down. Suddenly he's in the unique position of having a market value for
his donut store that is less than what he owes on his mortgage. Now if
that isn't trouble, I'm not sure what is. I don't want to exaggerate too
much. I think that the coastal trawl fishery is not about to disappear,
but this kind of description is accurate ia substance if not in specifics.

What do we do when we find ourselves in this type of situation?
First, I think we ask how it happened. It is popular to blame the
government and its various subsidy programs � the Fishing Vessel
Obligation Guarantee Program, the Capital Coastructioa Fund., and so on.
While I agree that it doesn't make any sense to subsidize or encourage
entry into an overcapititalized fishery, to simply blame the government
sounds to me like the story Edwin Moses told after he encountered the
lady police officer on the corner in Los Angeles. The government wasn' t
actively purchasing those boats, fishermen were. The situation also was
a result of several good years in the trawl fishery and a couple of
record years in the shrimp fishery  the shrimpers have aow spun off into
the trawl fishery!. It was partially the result of the Magnuson Fishery
Coaservatioa aad Management Act, which encouraged people to think in
terms of the United States harvesting all that groundfish. We saw the
widow rock and the midwater trawl fishery take off at about the same
time. We saw a big discrepancy in the value of boats between the Gulf
Coast and the West Coast which made it profitable to buy a boat on the
Gulf Coast and bring it around to the West Coast. We saw general
inflation for a long period of time that meant you could make a severe
mistake and only have to wait two years for the price of everything to go
up enough to bail you out.

All of those things, aloag with the easy money, or the
availability of credit, contributed to the increase in the trawl fleet
over the past few years. We saw the fleet more than double in two or
three years. Now, in hindsight--and we all, of course, have 20/20
hindsight--it may be obvious that a doubling in size couldn't have been
sustained. Even with the decline that has occurred over the past few
years, we still find ourselves in the interesting positioa of having more
catching capacity than we have either markets to sell to or stocks of
fish to exploit. Host of us fiad ourselves spending at least part of the
year fishing oa plant-imposed limits because the processors simply can' t
sell the amount of available fish. We also find ourselves fishiag oa.
management-imposed limits because the fleet is so large that we are
capable of catching more than the amount of fish that can safely be
removed from the stock. The problem we are facing today is at least a
partial answer to the question Barry Fisher posed yesterday: "Why are we
talkiag about limited eatry?"

If the problem is too many boats and too rapid an expansion in the
fleet, then one way to make sure it doesn't get any worse would be to
limit the number of boats coming into the fishery in the future. That
might sound simple-minded, but at least we caa stop that kind of rapid
expansion from happening again a few years down the line.
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The second keynote speaker yesterday N.James A. Crutchfield]
addressed the problem of defining limited entry. Yesterday morning, I
thought I knew what it meant. By yesterday evening I was sure I didn' t
know. Some things did become clear yesterday. For example, limited
entry means something different to every person in this room. It has
become quite obvious that we all have a different notion of what limited
entry is all about. I think it is also true that limited entry is
different for different fisheries. It has to be. What is right for
Kodiak, Alaska, is not what is right for Southeast Alaska. What didn' t
work in British Columbia may have worked very well in Australia. Limited
entry schemes have to be designed and developed for each specific fishery.

Another thing that became clear is that limited entry is not
necessarily no eatry. We hear a lot of talk about not wanting to be shut
out of a fishery; that is, I don't waat to limit entry to the trawl
fishery because then I couldn't get in. That is not necessarily true.
You might have to buy a license. But if the license is freely
transferable, then there is certainly no d.ifficulty in buying a license
aad. getting into a trawl fishery. In fact, today I'm sure a license
would be very cheap. High license prices are the result of a profitable,
healthy industry � if the licenses are freely traded.

A high price should not be a barrier to getting into the industry
because you' re paying something for a valuable asset. It is not
socialism or anti-American. In many states, liquor control regulations
permit a specified. number of liquor licenses per county. I' ve yet to
find a bar owner who thinks he is a victim of creeping socialism.
Purchasing a liquor license is simply another cost of doing business
which has to be taken into account when he decides whether or not to open
a bar.

Third, limited entry is not necessarily a guarantee of profit.
Even with a limited entry scheme, a healthy fleet might still have 20
percent of the people going broke or getting out, 60 percent of the
people doing okay, and 20 percent of the people getting rich. The
problem we have today is that 20 percent of the people are doing okay aad
the other 80 perceat range from bad to worse.

And. finally, I'd like to point. out that limited entry is a tool
for addressing the economic health of the industry. We already have
plenty of tools for addressing the biological health of the fish stock.
We have time and area closures, trip limits, and so oa. The stocks are
well taken care of. The industry, on the other hand, is not so well
cared for. The economics of fishing vessel operations today are
precarious at best and to me they show no immediate signs of
improvement. So the question we need to ask ourselves, I believe, is
where we want this fishing industry to go in the next five or 10 years.
Where do we want to be 10 years down the pikeP Once we can decid where
we want to be, we have to find a way to move towards that ob!ective.

We can all see where the current way of doing things has brought
us. My guess is that the majority of the members of the trawl fishery
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don't like the situation they find themselves in today. They may not
know what to do about it, but they don't like it. They'd like to see the
industry put on a healthier footing. The question E would like to leave
you with is: Xf we don't limit entry, what other solutions are thereP
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QUESTIONS FOR NET FISHERMAN SPEQGKS

Ken Martiasoa, travel fisherman: What would happen if we took the joint
venture boats out of the trawl fishery?

"K'
fishery today, the ones left would be healthier.

Kea Martinson: What I'm asking is: Aren't the joint venture boats the
ones that are taking most of the fish right now?

it doesa't go on the domestic market. It's not impactiag my coastal
trawl fishery at all, at least not directly. It certainly isa't one of
the stocks that is fished by most coastal vessels.

Bob Jacobson, Moderator: Let me clarify your question. Since a lot of
the joint-venture boats do catch rockfish in the winter, what perceatage
of the overall rockfish catch comes from the joint-venture boats,
excluding whiting?

Jack Robinson Ore oa De artment of Fish and Wildlife  respoadiag to the
last question : I'm going to have to take a lot of this right off of the
top of my head. Coastwide, joint-venture boats don't catch a whole lot
of the Sebastes or perch. They are a minority of the catch for those
vessels. The Sebastes is really important to a lot of boats,
particularly the smaller boats that don't joint-venture. The
joint-venture boats do, however, take a very substantial portion of the
widow fishery; at one point, practically all of it, but no longer. I' ve
heard estimates from Washington that pelagic trawl gear takes about 50
percent of them up there. And, of course, quite a bit of pelagic trawl
gear is operated by joint-venture as well as conventional boats. ODFW
looked at this winter's [1985j catch in Newport. We had perhaps a dozen
joint-venture boats fishing here. The catch was about 60 percent widow
in the first two months. I doa't know what the catch might be in
"aliforaia or other ports, but it's aot very much of the Sebastes or
perch here.

how you caa legally exclude a group of American fishermen who are already
in the fishery. You might do it by taking them out of the licensing
system or something like that, but I don't think you could let them joint
venture fish and prohibit them from fishing ia the wiater.

discriminate among boats on the basis of where they sell their fish. The
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same principle could then be applied to some other market for fish.
Because a boat happens to be oa a joint venture doesa't seem to me to be
a reason to siagle it out.

Bill Ber , scallop fisherman: I just heard Ralph Brown say something
about not excluding American fishermen from the fishery. I have a
scallop boat and the way the Fishermen's Marketing Association proposal
reads, I would be excluded from the fishery and I am an American
fisherman. How can you explain that?

right. You would be excluded. One of the reasoas for that is that the
Pishermen's Marketing Association oaly iacludes groundfish trawlers in
its membership. We didn't feel we had the right to ask for a limited
entry program for shrimpers, scallop fishermen, salmon fishermen, or
anybody else. The only thing we deal with is groundfish. When you are
talking about limited entry, you are talking about limiting entry. If
you' re not in the fishery, you are right, you would be excluded-

~gill Sar : Then you are retracting the atateeent you ea5e before about
the joint-venture fishing?

double-rigged, and stern-ramped. It's a midwater boat, too. I'm fishing
hake right aow. Because I made that investment, I feel I should be able
to do the things the boat is designed for and that I bought it for. I
have been fishing for quite a few years and I'd like to have the
opportunity to do the things my boat caa do. I am an American. I'm out
there competing with foreigners and I would like to have the same rights
they do. I'd like to be able to fish my boat in the way that makes money
for the boat and the crew. One more comment about limited entry. I had
the third double-rigged shrimp boat on the West Coast. I went to Alaska
for a couple years and when I returned to Oregon, I didn't have a permit
in my own state. I'm an Oregonian. Guys from 'Aississippi, Florida, and.
Washington had permits. I held property here for years and had a family
here, yet somehow I'm not an Oregonian anymore.

provision for people who have been in the ground fish fishery and have
gone to Alaska. It provides for people like you.

Alan Guimond, chairman, h1ew Ea land Fisher Maga emeat Council: Ralph,
we were talking about the tri-state effort and how everything was going
forward. Now the results of the Oregon survey are going the opposite
way. If that takes place and there is no agreemeat, what are you going
to do?
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come out against limited entry. Unless it can be the same in all three
states and include reciprocal agreemeats between all three states, we
would not support limited entry.

Alan Guimoad: If Oregon is going against it right now, do you have any
perceptioa of what is happening in California or Washington7

Ralph Brown: I really don't know. I'm not eatirely sure Oregon is going
against it. There are still replies coming back from Joe Easley's
survey. I'm sure there are people in California complaining about our
limited entry proposal. I don't know who they are. Are they people who
foresee the likelihood that the swordfish fishery in Southera California
is going to collapse and they want to come into the trawl fleet
ventually7 I don't know. It has been pointed out to us that

legislative leaders are very much aware that more people are excluded
from the limited entry program than are included. They recognize that
most of the comment is going to be against a limited entry program. The
big problem they' re having � and we' re having � is identifyiag just who is
and who isa't part of the industry. In Oregon, for example, the Trawl
Commission includes anybody who pulls somethiag oa the bottom that
catches a fish, scallops, or shrimp. And I would suspect that if there
were any clam dredgers around here, we'd probably include them. The
Pishermen's Marketing Association only includes people who catch
groundfish with legal gear as defined by the Groundfish Management Plan,
which excludes hook-and-line fishermen. Many complaints were from
hook-aad-liae fishermen. It has been a real problem identifying who the
industry is ia this fishery.

Alan Guimond: If you doa't get complete agreement and there is ao
limited entry, what are you going to do to solve the problem that is
causing the concerns to have limited eatry7 I'm curious what your next
move would be.

can come up with their own. They have obviously indicated to us that
either they have another solution or they like things the way they are.

Alan Rolfe, dra er, New ort Ore oa: My question is for Ralph Brown. A.
lot of hook-and-line fishermen seem to be concerned that they are
included under the Fishermen's Marketiag Association proposal aad its
provision requiring 100,000 pounds per year production. That seems to be
the cause of the oppositioa coming from these people since they are
included in the Groundfish Managemeat Act. Perhaps that needs to be
clarified. The hook-and-line ground fish fishery, particularly the black
cod fishery, certainly is a componeat in the production capacity that we
are concerned with. That needs to be addressed in tandem with the
groundfish trawl program. Rich Young pointed out that the market and the
resource can't sustain the effort we are now capable of.
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in our proposal. On the rest of it, I agree 100 percent with you. When
we began developing the proposal, we took a very hardline approach. Then
we began to back off for a variety of reasons: we can't do this because
we are afraid. that Peed Anderson, who has been here for 30 years, would
be cut off, and somebody else says we can't do this because of something
else. Again, we don't include hook-and-line fishermen or pot fishermen.
We really don't want to regulate their business.

going to regulate one user group of the stock, you should also address
regulating the other users of that stock. Black cod is a good example.
If you regulate trawl users of the stock but you don't regulate pot
fishermen or hook-and-line fishermen, you leave it wide open for growth
on the other side. So that was recognized and there is a movement to
contact any hook-and-line associations and pot fishermen's associations
and find out what they want. The Fishermen's Marketing Association does
not want to impose any kind of limited entry on somebody else. If the
others want it, fine. It's up to them to propose it and go forward with
it rather than have someone else come in and say this is what you have to
have.

shrimping went bad so everyone went groundfish fishing. If we limit
entry into the trawl fleet, we may well see an increase in the number of
pot fishermen and. longliners. So I agree that all parts of the
groundfish industry need to be looked at. I know that the people who are
involved in the proposal would be more than happy to sit with the rest of
industry. Let me go a little further on this. Right now this proposal
amounts to a moratoriu~. It doesn't amount to any kind of rollback. The
way that the various legislatures work, particularly in Oregon, is to
meet once every two years foz' six months. We didn't have any choice, if
we were going to get it in, without giving a two-year warning on it. We
had. to go ahead on it quickly. So what it amounts to at this moment is a
moratorium. It sunsets in two years. During that two years, we would
like to finalize a workable limited entry system for groundfish.

confusing terms and techniques. For example, take Ken Nartinson's
question. You are talking allocation now. You are not talking limited
entry. That should be remembered. The proposal is to eliminate the
boats that brought the fishery in here in the first place, to reward
innovation by killing them through allocation. It is not a limited entry
device that you are talking about. That's allocation. That should be
addressed as an allocation issue. Allocation also entered into the
comments on the last few questions. The thing that I would plead is to
be very clear on what we are talking about. This is a conference where
we are trying ro exchange information on limited entry. If you want to
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get into allocation. games, then I suggest that you use a whole separate
session and a separate theme. I didn't put my ass on the line in 1978 to
be told in 1985 that I am no longer an Oregon trawler.

James Crutchfield: I !ust wanted to issue a word of warning about
polling too early in the game. As I understand it, FMk has gotten
together a very well-qualified group of industry people to study what
limited entry options there are in the trawl fisheries. Consider some of
these complications that are now being mentioned about the related user
groups working on the same stocks. If I was a dragger and received a
questionaire asking, "Do you want limited entry or notP" with no
specifications of what it is all about or how carefully it has been done,
I would say,"Hell, no!" I think that the time to poll people is after
the study group has reported, after you have time to present it, perhaps
at workshops up and down the coast, to get reactions to the study. Then
I think you would have a better idea of whether you wanted to vote yes or
no. At the pr'esent time there is a real danger of killing the study
group's enthusiasm before you ever have gotten a grasp on what the issues
are.

Joe Easle , administrator, Ore on Otter Trawl Commission: I gust want to
explain the questionnaire that everyone is talking about. We sent out
three things: the complete Fishermen's Karketing Association proposal as
modified by the study group the complete legislation as proposed to the
Oregon Legislature and three questions: Do you favor limited entry7 Do
you favor FNA's proposa17 Do you favor the legislation7 Yes or No.
That was it. It is for the commissioners' information. They will have
to make the final decision next Friday. We do have a means of keying
what the vessels owners who respond to the survey are fishing for. That
is done on a regular basis, and we will have that all broken down for the
commissioners Friday meeting.
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FISHING INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVES

POT FISHERMEN, PART 1

Robert Jacobson, Moderator

Our first speaker is Rick Ekelund, a resident of North Bend,
Oregon, who fishes out of Charleston. Rick has a 42-foot combination
boat and fishes for salmon, albacore, and crab. Rick has fished since
1969. He is a 1970 graduate of Oregon State University in forest
engineering. He is a member and past chairman of the Oregon Dungeness
Crab Commodities Commission. In the biographical information he gave me,
he indicated he is a fisherman for nothing more than the freedom and the
wealth.

Fishing Industry Perspectives: Pot Fishermen, Part 1
Rick Ekelund, crabber
North Bend, Oregon

As far as my claim that I fish for the freedom and the wealth, I'm
sure most of you know how much wealth is involved in the fisheries lately.

My subject today is an industry perspective on pot fishing and the
possible applications of limited entry or some other management scheme.
Before we get into the discussion of limited entry, we ought to look at
the Dungeness crab fishery to see if it is even a candidate for limited.
entry. We have to draw some lines to determine what we would consider
the criteria for limited entry. Some of the criteria we have talked
about at this conference include over-capitalization, problems of stock
abundance, and socio-economic problems. The question is, do we have any
of these problems in the Dungeness crab fishery.

Do we have a biological problem with our resource? Is it
shrinking daily, annually, or semi-annually? We do have some effective
regulations. Basically, we have a pretty selective fishery. In fact, I
noticed the other day that some of my pots were very selective: a lot of
water and a couple of rocks. We have a 6.25-inch minimum size limit on
Dungeness crab that is more rigorously enforced than the surf clam limits
that we discussed yesterday, as any crab fisherman here can attest. In
1982, the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife enacted a regulation
stipulating that we must put a biodegradable lid latch release on our lid
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latch. I picked up a cut-off yesterday that didn't have any crabs. It
is demoralizing not to have 12 to 14 jumbo crabs in your cut-offs
anymore, but the regulation is working. We have 4.25-inch escape rings
in the pot, and anything under about six inches tweedles th~ough there
and the real fine stuff goes through the mesh. So the fishing system
that we have is relatively easy on that portion of the resource that we
aren't using.

According to the Fish and Game people, the 6.25-inch crabs have
the opportunity to mate at least a couple times. They have had. ample
opportunity to procreate and keep our resource in pretty decent shape.

The question remains: do we have a biological problem7 Let' s
look at the production records since 1950. Production has varied from 3
million pounds a year to 10-14 million pounds a year and a high of 18
million pounds in 1980 when we had a giant increase. The 10-14 million
pound highs and the 3-5 million pound lows have been typical now for
about 30 years. It would appear that despite the increase in fishing
effort the crab population is still maintaining its general up and down
cycle over a 7 to 9 year period, so I doubt that we can complain about
the size and abundance of our basic resource.

What about over-capitalization7 I am not convinced t:hat: the
govern~ant has any particular responsiblity to keep us from
over-capitalizing, but it should be important to each of us as processors
and fishermen. In the 1950-1951 season we had 83 crab boats. We had a
high of 310 boats in 1972-1973, but by 1975 there were only about 200.
In about 25 years, the fleet doubled in size. Then from 1975 to the
biggie in 1980 we jumped from about 200 to 519 boats and some of those
rascals were big.

The number of pots, went from 13,000 to about 50,000 between
1950-1975. It more than tripled in size. Prom 1975 to 1980, our pots
rose from about 50,000 to over 100,000. The interesting thing ia that
for 25 years, 1950-1975, the fleet doubled in size and the pots tripled
in number. During that whole period, the average number of pounds per
pot stayed between 300-350 pounds in a good year and between 150-200
pounds per pot in low abundance years. In 1980, the best production year
since records have been kept:, when 18 million pounds was landed, we had a
per pot average of 169 pounds. So from a per pot perspective, the record
year wasn't as good as the averages between 1950-1975. And the average
number of pounds per pot during poor years dropped to 42 and 68. This
indicates that there is over-capitalization, at least in respect to crab
pots. So maybe we need limited entry, or perhaps pot limits.

stow for socio-economic concerns. I'm only going to touch on one
problem that has developed roughly since 1976. Prior to that time, each
port had a relatively stable area, or zone, off its coast that the locals
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fished. There was some movement by larger boats from port to port
following reports of hot bites. But because of the number of boats and
the length of the season, everyone figured to get his share if he fished
his own waters � areas he knew how to fish. The large, mobile fleet
didn't develop until after 1976-1977. Then boats began coming in from
other areas � from Alaska, California, and Washington and North Bend boats
went to Crescent City. It was no longer just a dozen boats going up and
down the coast. It became a giant fleet. In l919-1980, Newport to Coos
Bay was the big production area. In l982, Crescent City got hit. In
1984, Astoria was it. This year it was Crescent City again, This
movement of a large fleet hurts the fishermen who rely on their
traditional local area. It means the peak crabbing in the hot areas is
pretty well finished by mid-December. So the mobile fleet has disrupted
what had previously been a stabilized local economy.

A related problem involves the huge amount of production early in
the crab season followed by a sharp drop. The Dungeness Crab Commission
was formed in 1976 or 1977 at the request of the fishermen themselves;
they finance it and, through due process, make the decisions that are
issued through the Commission. Because there was a limited amount of
crab and the fishermen wanted to increase the revenue from it, the
Commission decided to market Dungeness crab as a gourmet product, as the
best crab in the world. So the Commission went to the white tablecloth
restaurants and to the cocktail bars and away from the beer and pretzels
market. It has been a reasonably successful promotional effort. Even
though the current price of crabs is attributed to the decline in number
of crabs, the Commission's effort has had a definite effect. We have had
shortages of crab before and it was still selling for 10-25 cents per
pound, so the effort has helped and I think we have a responsibility to
this effort and to the customers.

In considering any particular management plan, we should give some
credence to their desires. Do they want 90 percent of the crab delivered
the first six weeks and then have to buy frozen crab until the Alaska
crab come on line, or would they rather have a more reasonable supply
curve? By reducing the number of boats or reducing the number of pots,
we can even out the curve. There will still be a jump at the beginning
of the season, but we can even out the influx to the market. These are
things we may have to look at. What does the end customer � the
restaurant � want?

Processors, historically, like to get this crab business out of
the way. They want to get done with cooking the crab and go on to
groundfish and salmon. Their ideas may have changed in the last two to
five years, too. They may want to have some crab during the summer to
put onto the market, but I think it is something which we really should
address. The fishermen have gotten into this marketing business, so to
speak, and whenever we consider changing the existing rules, I think we
should look at it.
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In summary, we probably do meet the qualifications for limited
entry or zoae management. Reducing the number of pots is one
possibility. We have already lengthened and shortened the season several
times, and that dramatically affects the flow of crab. That is a very
useful tool. I think that the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife was
slow in handling the soft crab problem the last three years and hurt our
marketing effort. We really hated to sell those soft crabs, but we did
it anyway. Finally, we got together and went to the commissioners and
said that the processors, the fishermen, and. the buyers are complaining,
so let's close the seasoa, and we woa't let it go past August 15 for the
next five years. That should discourage any soft-shell crab fishing.

Robert Jacobsoa, Moderator

Our secoad speaker oa the Dungeness crab, or poi, section is
Herbert Goblirsch. Herb is a resident of Newport and has been fishing
for 14 years. He has a 50-foot combination boat, the EZC, and fishes for
crab, salmon, and halibut.

Fishing Industry Perspectives: Pot Fishermea, Part 2
Herbert Goblirsch, crab fisherman
Newport, Oregon

First of all, I' ve got a Joke for you. A family needed a brain
transplant for one of its members, so they went to the Brain Bank and
talked to the guy who sells brains. "What brains are available?" the
family asked. The guy said, "We have a brain from a scientist for
510,000, a brain from an economist for 520,000, and a brain from a
fisherman for 5125,000." Why was the fisherman's brain so expensive, the
family asked. "Simple," replied the salesman, "It hasn't been used."

Maybe that's the problem. Too often fishermen let the roof fall
ia oa a fishery before they realize that something is wroag. There is a
potential problem in the crab fishery. I have seen the fishery over the
years turaing from a four or five month fishery to a four or five week
fishery to a four or five day fishery. I question whether that is in the
crab industry's best interest. Should we catch our crabs in a matter of
a month or so, or spread it out over four or five months like it used to
be? The short time span puts a lot of pressure on the processors, and
they, in turn, put pressure on us, especially over the price they want to
pay for crab.

If this meeting had been held in Crescent City in early December,
we would have had a pretty vocal outpouring. Everybody was wondering
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where all the crab pots came from. There were an estimated 60,000 pots
in the port. of Crescent City in the first week in December. That is hard
to imagine because Oregon has a total of 80,000 pots. What I am seeing,
then, is a more mobile fleet, as Rick Ekelund said. The fleet is
becoming more mobile and it can Jump on a hot spot of crabs and move on
in a couple weeks. It's turning a fishery that used to be a port-by-port
fishery, where you could make a living with a small boat solely from
crabs and a little bit of salmon and tuna, into a one-to-two month
fishery where you catch the cream and move on to the next fishery. It' s
become a fill-in fishery where very few are making a full time living
crab fishing.

becoming dangerous. Already you see 40-foot wood boats
with generators so they can run lights and fish around the
big boats do. You fish weather you never would have

I' ve lost some good friends in the last five or six years
way things are developing.

This is

being equipped
clock like the

fished before.

because of the

Let's talk about limited effort. Perhaps a pot limit, no night
fishing, or zone fishing should do what we want without having to go to a
full limited entry system. There was a lot of talk in Crescent City this
year about limiting effort and a lot of sentiment in favor of it. A 300
or 400 pot limit was suggested. Others felt that prohibiting night
fishing would take care of a lot of problems, but it would cut down
efficiency.

Limiting effort would also eliminate the increasing problem we
have with lost pots causing gear damage to other fishermen. If you have
1,000 pots, you can't tend them as well as someone with, say, 300 pots.
That's comfortably what you could run in a day's time during December and
January, if they' re set right. With 1,000 pots, you scatter them all
over the ocean and you tend to lose more. After the crab season, the
draggers and trollers work some of the same areas and their gear gets
entangled with the crab pots. That can be expensive in terms of lost
gear. Sport boats have also encountered the same problem.

I didn't hear any talk this winter about individual quotas, as
some of the speakers mentioned yesterday. Kore people were in favor of a
pot limit and area zoning than anything else. Naking the mobile fleet a
1ittle less mobile would help slow things down.

What do we want in this fisheryt First, we don't fish for
ourselves. We fish for consumers. Nobody asks them what they want, but
look at the fishery from their point of view. We are getting heavy
production for a short period of time. The crab goes in the freezer and
consumers eat frozen crabs the rest of the year. I question whether that
is good marketing. I'm not sure that the consumer wants this present
situation. Consumer prices might be better if production was maintained
over a longer period.
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I thak we already have the available means to harvest the
resource. The question is whether we want to harvest it over a short
period of time or a long period of time. What is going to happen when
the cyc1e turns around and ve get some crabs? This year, just oa the
speculatioa that we vere on the upswing, guys were pulling pots out of
the blackberry bushes in Eureka and Crescent City just to get them into
production. It turned out that there wasn't any production. What is
going to happen when we do get some productioa7

I would recommend we prohibit aayoae aot in the fishery now from
entering it. It would be doing them a favor down the road. I certainly
wouldn't want my son or daughter to be ia the crab or any other, fishery
arouad here right now. I vould recommend some other stable means of
making a living over a long period of time. We are in a situation where
maybe 20 percent are making a good living, but it is the other 80 percent
of the full time fishermen who aren' t. We' re just hanging oa from one
season to the next, waitiag for things to get better aad we haven't seen
that happen ia four or five years.

Whatever we bring upon ourselves ia this business, we have to keep
flexibility within the fisheries. A full time fisherman needs that. He
needs to be able to move from one fishery to the next. Ia the past, if
salmon season wasn't good, you could deal yourself in on tuna or crab.
In the last four or five years noae of the fisheries have been good. We
havea't been able to d.eal ourselves in on anythiag except for those
fishermen who went to Alaska. They are doing pretty well. Around here
it is starvation city.

I don't know whether we need limited entry or aot, but I'm on the
fence leaning towards the side that says we do. I doa't think we should
wait until it goes too far. We should be thinking about it now, but we
don't want to give everybody advance warning as happened in the alaska
halibut fishery. In that fishery it is too late for them to implement
anything that would help resolve the problem.

Enforcemeat of gear, time, or effort restrictions may pose a
problem. Prohibiting fishing at night seems like a simple one to enforce
because a helicopter could fly the coast and spot those vessels fishing
by the lights being used to fish. Enforcing a pot limit would be more
difficult. None of the crab fishermen I talked with had an answer on how
to enforce it. A 100 pot limit may be easier to enforce than a 300-400
pot limit.

There isa't a need for buyback in the pot fisheries. I don' t
think buybacks work anyway. If you buy back boats, you have to buy the
top 20 percent, aot the bottom 80 percent. There isa't any biological
need. for limited effort or limited. entry in the crab fishery right aow.
There might not ever be. Under the current regulations in the crab
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fishery, we can't overfish the resource. We catch harvestable crabs
leaving undersize males and females to breed. The need for limited
entry, or effort, is solely for economic benefits-

We are already cutting the pie in too many pieces. What is going
to happen a few years down the road when even more people are fishing?
Let's get a bigger piece of pie for everybody. I have my motives, too.
I would like to make a better living at this. Why not take care of
things and alleviate the problem before it becomes worse?
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QUESTIONS POR POT PISHERIKN SPKV~S

Ernie Summers, crabber, West ort Washin ton: We' ve talked about pot
limits and other limits time and time again in Washington. Everybody
seeris to want a pot limit equal to the amount of pots that they own. If
it's a limit on boat size, they want it equal to the size of their boat.
Limited entry isn't going to stop mobility in the fleet unless you
restrict boats to certain fishing zones. But going from one fishing area
to another is the same as going from one fisheries to another. They are
both things you have to do to stay in business. That's the way it is
today. 4. pot limit is not an easy solution. I think you would have lots
of resistance to establishing restricted fishing zones. To be in the
crab business today you have to be mobile, I think you both did a good
job discussing conservation. I don't think we have a real problem there
unless you are fishing in a softshell time. I have a middle-size boat.
I am not one of the big boats coming down there, but I gotta speak for
them just the same. You can't just put them out of business with a pot
limit or zones. I don't think that is the solution; I don't know what
the solution is. We do have some problems. I just want to bring some of
'this Out ~

Herbert Voblirsch: We do have a problem and 4t's not insurmountable
now. What are we going to do about it? That's what we are here to
discuss.

Ernie Summers: The situation could reverse itself. If you get a poor
season down in California and. we get a good one in Washington, we will
probably have the 60,000 pots in our area. We probably won't like it any
better than you do. We have these boats in the industry today and
limited entry isn't going to get them out. And I believe we would hurt
the entire crab industry by establishing restricted fishing zones.

Herbert Qoblirsch: What if we put in a restriction that said you can
only fish Oregon or California or Washington this year and next year you
have to pick another area?

Ernie Summers; It may come to that in. the long run. I'm not sure you
can do it because outside of three miles you' re in federal waters. It
would have to be handled state by state because each state has its
individual problems.

;ierbert "oblirsch: I don't know what the average number of pote per boat
is at Crescent City, but it's probably close to 300, and here it might be
closer to 600. So the guys here wouldn't go for a 300 pot limit, but
down there they would. In fact, one of the big highliners at a meeting
in Crescent City said he was in favor of a 400 pot limit.
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Ernie Summers: The capability big boats have over you is that they caa
fish around the clock and they can fish tougher weather. But they also
have a lot more expense to do it. That's the difference. You can catch
a lot less crab and still put more money in your pocket than, they can..
The only reason the big boats are dawn there is because the crab fishing
in Alaska is bad. If it picked up in Alaska, I'm sure they wouldn't even
come down here.

R.ick Ekelund: I'd like to comment on the statements that the states
should at least have their own individual plans- I think it is important
to realize that at this particular time the states are in relative
agreement. We had quite a fluster a couple years ago when we were
talking about having a year round season in Oregon. The othex two states
couldn't get together on it and there was a flurry of activity. Right
now we have a homogenous plan that is working and if we upset the apple
cart too far, the feds are still there. The Dungeness cxab planning is
still ia the back of their minds. If we don't manage this resource and
keep our bickering down, they are going to do it for us and. we will end
up with a situation like the surf clam fishexy oa the East Coast. I can
live with almost any kind of x'ules aad regulations, except when they
change from month to month.

Bike Becker, New ort: One thing I hear at this conference is a heavy
emphasis on the limited. entry or limited effort approach. The one thing
we are forgetting is that the largest single contributing factor to the
fisheries that we are working with, no matter what fishery it is, is
economics. You are looking at the crab fishery as a small boat versus
big boat problem. I think there is room for both. The point being
discussed here is a situation that would be very effective for the small
boats, but ~ould eliminate mobility and efficiency in the big rigs. Your
commeats are very unfair. I know Herb Goblirsch very well, so let me put
him on the spot. Basically, Herb, you fish for salmon in California.
You fish for Dungeness in Crescent City and some here in Newport. You
were talking to me a couple days ago about possibly halibut fishing in
alaska. You have mobility to support your fishing business and yet you
are saying, damn it, stay out of my fishery. Basically, the thing on the
Oregon Coast that has held the fishery together is the flexibility to get
into various fisheries. What I am saying is that you can't remove that
kind of flexibility from the crabbing industry. It is not fair to the
other people in it.

Rick Ekelund: I don't think we should be picking on big boats. If it
sounded like I was picking on big boats, I wasn' t. The mobile fleet is
not just big boats. They just happen to be more visible than the little
boats when they come into port. I don't think we should be stepping on
that particular part of the flame. The efficiency you are talking about
is only in. total production and not necessarily the economics of the
operation.
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Joe Rock: I think you missed a couple points. One of them is the pot
limit. Traditionally, Newport has been an area that requires a lot of
gear. You don't fish Newport effectively with 300 pots because it is a
soak fishery. We don't have a situation like Crescent City where yau get
25 to 30 pounds in 12 hours. Good fishing here would be, say, 18 crabs
in a 24-hour period, so you have to have a lot of gear. I guess you
could label me as one of the big boat crabbers. I have no problems with
the small boat crabber. If he wants to fish that is fine with me as long
as his product is saleable and doesn't hurt our markets. But there is
one important thing to remember: The lines you draw may look good today,
but tomorrow they might be the fence that stops you.

Ron Westle Washin ton De artment of Fisheries: I can't imagine even
trying ta enforce a pot limit on the ocean. It would be a real problem.

Carl Pinle , New art fisherman: The only way you could enforce a pot
limit is probably peer pressure.

Jim Branson North Pacific Fisher Mana ament Council: We had some
experience with pat limits and area registration in the very recent past
with the tanner crab fishery in Alaska. The state had a 200 pot limit
for tanner crab in the Kodiak area and wanted to change it to 150 pots.
The Council regulations have got to match the state's or things are nat
going to work, so we went through a long process with the intention of
keeping effort at about the same level. We concluded that it didn't make
any difference whether you moved it from 200 pots to 150 pots. The way
the fishery was going, the limit would have to have been about 60 pots
and that doesn't suit anybody. The enforcement problem is another one.
I think you are dead right that peer pressure is going to be most of it.
The State of Alaska has tried all sorts of schemes to register pots and
then control them at sea. It is very difficult. We had the same
situation with area registration. The Sand Point District wanted to have
exclusive registration so that if you registered there you couldn't fish
anywhere else and vice versa. It's obvious that when the fishing is
going to be good in a specific area, everybody is going ta go there
whether that is the only area they can fish or not. You are Just as
liable to lock in a lot of effort in a situation like that as you ave to
lack out some of the effort. Neither ane would be very effective as
management measures.

Colin Grant, Australian De artmeat of Primar Industr : The State of

West Australia manages the West Australia rock lobster fishery, which is
Australia's second largest fishery. It's probably worth about 4100
zillion and. has 800 vessels in the fleet. There is a limitation on the
number of vessels and a limitation on pots with a formula that allows you
ta have so many pots per vessel up to a maximum of 200. This has come
about through quite a few years of history. In fact, this is Australia's
longest limited entry fishery. The entitlement to fish has accrued a
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value; the entitlement to operate pots has accrued a value. Pots are
tradeable and so are entitlements to fish. The transfer of a pot between
two people trades at about 51,500. Essentially, the enforcement of that
situation after many years has come down to one thing, peer pressure. Ifyou pay 51,500 per pot, you are going to make damn certain the other guyhas got just the number of pots he is entitled to and that nobody is
putting in illegal pots.


